365  2 pieces of steatite
379  fire-cracked rock
385  1 quartz core
1 quartz flake (secondary)
1 FCR
387  1 quartz flake: Shatter
402  1 quartz flake (secondary)
404  1 quartz flake (secondary)
407  3 pieces of steatite - look natural
408  1 piece of steatite - looks modified - rim?
417  2 quartz flakes (secondary)
2 quartz flakes (secondary)
2 quartz shatter
421  1 secondary quartz flake
425  2 quartz flakes, primary quartz
2 rhombite flakes, secondary rhombite
1 chert? secondary flake, chert?
430  2 secondary flake, quartz
2 quartz flakes: 1 quartz core
1 quartz shatter core
3 rocks.
434  1 large piece of steatite
437  2 pieces of steatite
451  1 primary flake, quartz, retouched?
452  1 secondary flake, quartz
459  1 primary flake, quartz
1 secondary flake, quartz
466  1 secondary flake, chert
469  1 piece of steatite
470  1 jasper triangular proj. pt, jasper
476  1 secondary flake, chert
478 1 secondary flake, quartz
479 7 secondary flakes, quartz
482 7 lithics, missing
496 1 primary flake, quartz
507 3 secondary flakes, quartz
537 1 jasper biface fragment
549 1 quartz biface fragment
552 1 primary flake, quartz
566 1 secondary flake, rhyolite
579 1 primary flake, quartz
591 1 primary flake, quartz
616 1 secondary flake, quartz
620 1 triangular projectile point, quartz
631 1 secondary flake, quartz
633 1 primary flake, quartz
652 1 rock
661 1 split quartz cobble
665 1 primary flake, quartz
669 4 secondary flakes, quartz
673 1 quartz cobble (unworked)
678 1 primary flake, quartz
679 2 secondary flakes, quartz
679 1 secondary flake, chert
679 2 secondary flakes, quartz
680  1 secondary flake, chert
     3 secondary flakes, quartz
     2 primary flakes, quartz
     3 quartz chunks (FCR?)

696  2 rhyolite flakes (secondary)
     1 rhyolite Selby Bay pp.
     1 quartz triangular pp
     1 quartz proj. point - kenoka